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FROM DESIGN TO REALITY.

Cobra garden machinery was launched in the United Kingdom in 2013 and is supported by  
Henton & Chattell Ltd, giving Cobra the benefit of over 90 years experience in the garden  
machinery and horticultural Industry.

Cobra’s philosophy is to remain true to their trusted values of Innovation, Quality, Reliability, 
Value and Customer Service. Cobra work hard to ensure that they offer products and services 
that continue to be relevant to their customers.
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BATTERY CYLINDER 
LAWNMOWERS
POWERED BY EGO PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY
Create a beautiful fine finish on every lawn or sports pitch 
with the Fortis cylinder lawnmowers powered by EGO.  
EGO’s 56v peak power battery technology delivers 
optimum power and performance time and time again.

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.



RANGE FEATURES:

Feature Focus:

EGO Peak Power Technology
EGO’s unique 56V ARC Lithium™ batteries
are designed to maximise performance.  
They last longer, charge quickly and  
deliver optimum power and performance  
to help produce a fine finish to lawns and 
sports pitches.

LCD Operator Display Screen
An LCD display screen is integrated into 
the control panel. This screen gives the 
user essential information, including travel 
speed, the real-time power status of your 
batteries, and a summary of your working 
time via an hour meter. 
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6. Split Roller with Differential 
Fortis cylinder lawnmowers come 
equipped with either a smooth split  
rear roller, a cast ribbed split roller,
or a rubber covered split roller.  
Driven by the heavy duty drive sys-
tem, not only does this help create  
a beautiful striped finish, but the 
split roller makes the lawnmower 
more manoeuvrable, reducing 
scalping. 

5. Optional Turf Rake 
The optional turf rake can help improve 
cutting performance. With the rake fitted, 
grass blades are lifted resulting in a  
cleaner and more precise cut. 

4. Optional Front Grooved Roller 
The optional front grooved roller has less 
surface area in contact with the ground, 
and as a result more grass is presented 
to the bottom blade. The result is a  
cleaner cut to your lawn.

3. Large Capacity Grass Box 
Grass box capacity ranges from 55-90ltr
in the Fortis range meaning more grass 
gets packed in and less trips to the  
compost bin for emptying. Fortis grass  
boxes are high quality, durable and 
robust.

2. Power & Safety at your Fingertips 
The ergonomically positioned mowing controls and 
operator dashboard provide improved efficiency and 
user control. The removeable lawnmower starter key is 
also used as a battery release for increased safety.

 
7. Powered by EGO Batteries 
EGO’s industry-leading 56V ARC 
Lithium™ battery technology offers 
a new level of performance, giving 
your Fortis cylinder lawnmower the 
power you need to keep working 
hard until the job’s done.  

1. LCD Display Screen 
Fortis lawnmowers powered 
by EGO come equipped with 
an LCD operator information 
display on the control panel.  
The centrally located screen 
makes it easy to see your 
lawnmowers travel speed, the 
real-time power status of your 
EGO batteries and also tells you 
your total working time via an 
hour meter.

Heavy-Duty Drive System
Our heavy duty-drive system on the  
Cobra Fortis range offers improved  
performance and increased durability.  
For use with our Fortis interchangeable  
cartridge system giving ease of user 
maintenance and adjustment.
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Heavy-Duty Drive SystemExpertly Powered by EGO Lawncare Cartridge System
6 Additional interchangeable cartridges  
are available for all Fortis models.

Powered by EGO’s unique 56V ARC  
Lithium™ battery technology.

The Fortis heavy-duty drive system offers  
improved performance and durability.

- Steel Front Roller 

- Split Smooth Steel Rear Roller 

- Cartridge Lawncare System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System 

- 55ltr Grass Box

- x2 4Ah Batteries & Std Charger 

- 35cm / 14” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 6 Blade Cutting Cylinder 

- 6mm-30mm Height of Cut

14” Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Peak Power

FORTIS14E KIT

The Cobra Fortis 14E has a 14” 6 bladed cutting cylinder and is powered by Ego 56v 
Peak Power Technology. This feature packed lawnmower has variable height adjustment 
from 6mm - 30mm, steel front and rear rollers for a beautiful striped finish, a heavy duty 
drive system, and is compatible with the full set of Fortis lawncare cartridges.

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.

CUTTING WIDTH

14” 1
YEAR WARRANTYLAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 4Ah BATTERIES

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.
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LCD Operator Display ScreenEGO 56v Battery Technology For a Beautiful Striped Finish
Exceptional power, quick charging and  
optimum power and performance.  

An LCD display screen is integrated into 
the operator dashboard.

The split cast rear roller helps create 
beautiful, defined stripes on your lawn.

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.

 

PETROL CYLINDER 
LAWNMOWERS

FOR PERFECT LAWNS AND SPORTS PITCHES 
Cobra Fortis lawnmowers distinguish themselves with precision 

engineering and reliability, effortlessly achieving a flawless, 
fine finish on every mowed lawn or sports pitch.

17” Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Peak Power

FORTIS17E KIT

The Cobra Fortis 17E has a 17” 6 bladed cylinder and is powered by Ego 56v Peak Power 
Technology. The variable height adjustment ranging from 6mm to 30mm combined with 
the cast split ribbed rear roller produces a finely manicured lawn with a beautiful striped 
finish. Fully compatible with the Fortis lawncare cartridge system.

CUTTING WIDTH

17” 1
YEAR WARRANTYLAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 5Ah BATTERIES

- Steel Front Roller 

- Cast Ribbed Split Rear Roller 

- Cartridge Lawncare System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System 

- 65ltr Grass Box 

- x2 5Ah Batteries & Std Charger 

- 43cm / 17” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 6 Blade Cutting Cylinder 

- 6mm-30mm Height of Cut
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Fortis 20E 
Overview

Large Capacity Grass Box
The 75ltr robust grass box is ideal for  
collecting large amounts of grass.

Easy Height-of-Cut Adjustment
Easily adjust your cutting height from  
6 - 30mm for the perfect finish.

Operator Comfort Controls
The comfort controls are positioned
to make your Fortis a pleasure to use.

Heavy-Duty Drive System
The Fortis heavy-duty drive system offers  
improved performance and durability.

For a Beautiful Striped Finish
The split cast rear roller helps create 
beautiful, defined stripes on your lawn.

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.

CUTTING WIDTH

20” 1
YEAR WARRANTY

20” Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Peak Power

FORTIS20E KIT

Powered by Ego 56v battery technology, the Fortis 20E is designed for larger lawns where a 
high-quality finish and long lasting, defined stripes are a priority. Its heavy-duty construction 
ensures precision cutting over an extended period of time and the well-balanced chassis 
and 6 bladed cylinder make this lawnmower ideal for serious home gardeners,  
semi-professionals and sports groundscare.

LAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 6 Ah BATTERIES

- Steel Front Roller 

- Cast Ribbed Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 75ltr Grass Box

- x2 6Ah Batteries & Quick Charger 

- 51cm / 20” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 6 Blade Cutting Cylinder 

- 6mm-30mm Height of Cut

The Cobra Fortis has a range of interchangeable lawncare cartridges 
available which allows you to easily convert your mower to suit different 
lawn maintenance needs. For example, you can switch from a 6-bladed 
cutting cylinder for general mowing to a scarifier cartridge for thatch 
removal or a verticutter cartridge for aeration.

We offer a selection of seven lawncare cartridges including the  
6-bladed cylinder, 10-bladed cylinder, scarifier, aerator, dethatcher,  
verticutter, and lawn brush. Cartridges are compatible with all models. 
 

Fortis Complete Lawncare Cartridge System

Expertly Powered by EGO
Powered by EGO’s unique 56V ARC  
Lithium™ battery technology.

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.
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EGO 56v Battery Technology Rubber Coated Steel Roller
Exceptional power, quick charging and  
optimum power and performance.  

Manoeuvrability is made even easier  
with the rubber coated split steel roller.

FORTIS14E KIT FORTIS17E KIT FORTIS20E KIT FORTIS25E KIT

Range 
Overview

Lawncare Cartridge System
6 interchangeable lawncare cartridges 
are available for all Fortis models.

 

Battery: 

Charger: 

*Approx Run Time: 

Cutting Width:  

Cylinder: 

Cutting Height:

Single Height of Cut Lever: 

Drive Type:

Cartridge System:

Rear Roller: 

Grass Box Capacity:

Front Roller: 

Heavy-Duty Drive System 

Weight:

x2 Ego 56v 10Ah  

Quick Charger 

90mins 

63cm / 25” 

6 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 6 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Steel Rubber Coated Split

90ltr

Yes, Steel 

Yes 

TBC

x2 Ego 56v 4Ah  

Standard Charger 

45mins 

35cm / 14” 

6 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 6 - 30mm 

Yes 

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges 

Yes, Split Smooth Steel 

55ltr

Yes, Steel 

Yes 

TBC

x2 Ego 56v 5Ah  

Standard Charger 

60mins 

43cm / 17” 

6 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 6 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges 

Yes, Cast Ribbed Split 

65ltr

Yes, Steel 

Yes

TBC

x2 Ego 56v 6Ah  

Quick Charger 

70mins 

51cm / 20” 

6 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 6 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Cast Ribbed Split 

75ltr

Yes, Steel 

Yes

TBC

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.

25” Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Peak Power

FORTIS25E KIT

The Fortis 25E is the largest model available in this range and is powered by EGO 56V 
Peak Power. It features a 25” 6 bladed cutting cylinder and comes with a generous 90ltr 
grassbox. This a perfectly balanced lawnmower designed specifically for fine-turf  
and is an excellent option for larger gardens and sports pitches.

CUTTING WIDTH

25” 1
YEAR WARRANTYLAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 10Ah BATTERIES

- Steel Front Roller 

- Steel Rubber Coated Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 90ltr Grass Box

- x2 10Ah Batteries & Quick Charger 

- 63cm / 25” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 6 Blade Cutting Cylinder 

- 6mm-30mm Height of Cut

*Battery run times based on ideal mowing conditions
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FINE TURF CYLINDER 
LAWNMOWERS
FOR PERFECT LAWNS AND SPORTS PITCHES 
The Fortis Fine Turf range stands unrivaled when it comes to 
high-quality, professional cylinder mowers. Crafted with  
precision, these mowers are the epitome of excellence for  
large lawns and sports pitches. 

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.



RANGE FEATURES:
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Feature Focus:Feature Focus:

6. Split Roller with Differential 
Fortis cylinder lawnmowers come 
equipped with either a smooth split  
rear roller, a cast ribbed split roller,
or a rubber covered split roller.  
Driven by the heavy duty drive sys-
tem, not only does this help create  
a beautiful striped finish, but the 
split roller makes the lawnmower 
more manoeuvrable, reducing 
scalping. 

5. 10 Bladed Cutting Cylinder 
The 10-bladed cylinder cartridge comes 
as standard on the Fortis Fine Turf models 
and delivers an even more precise low cut 
of 3.0mm that looks great and promotes 
a healthier lawn. The 10-bladed cartridge 
is ideal for regular mowing of the lawn or 
sports pitch and for creating that superb 
fine finish.

4. Precise Height Adjustment 
By simply turning the easily adjustable 
height-of-cut knob, mowing heights 
can be adjusted from 3-30mm giving an 
incredibly fine finish to your lawn. 
Fortis Fine Turf lawnmowers cut shorter 
because they utilise a reel of 10 blades 
that rotate against a fixed blade,  
creating a scissor-like action that cleanly 
cuts each blade of grass.

3. Large Capacity Grass Box 
Grass box capacity ranges from 75-90ltr
in the Fortis range meaning more grass 
gets packed in and less trips to the  
compost bin for emptying. Fortis grass  
boxes are high quality, durable and 
robust.

2. Power & Safety at your Fingertips 
The ergonomically positioned mowing controls and 
operator dashboard provide improved efficiency and 
user control. The removeable lawnmower starter key is 
also used as a battery release for increased safety.

 
7. Powered by EGO Batteries 
EGO’s industry-leading 56V ARC 
Lithium™ battery technology offers 
a new level of performance, giving 
your Fortis cylinder lawnmower the 
power you need to keep working 
hard until the job’s done.  

1. LCD Display Screen 
Fortis lawnmowers powered 
by EGO come equipped with 
an LCD operator information 
display on the control panel.  
The centrally located screen 
makes it easy to see your 
lawnmowers travel speed, the 
real-time power status of your 
EGO batteries and also tells you 
your total working time via an 
hour meter.

Turf Rake as Standard 
The turf rake comes as standard on the  
Fortis Fine Turf models and can help to  
improve grass cutting performance.  
With the rake fitted, grass blades are  
lifted resulting in a cleaner and more  
precise cut.

EGO Peak Power Technology
EGO’s unique 56V ARC Lithium™ batteries
are designed to maximise performance.  
They last longer, charge quickly and  
deliver optimum power and performance  
to help produce a fine finish to lawns and 
sports pitches. 

Front Grooved Roller
The grooved roller is standard on the  
Fortis Fine Turf models. This roller has less  
surface area in contact with the ground, 
and as a result more grass is presented  
to the bottom blade. The result is a  
cleaner cut to your lawn.
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20” Fine Turf Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by B&S XR550
Powered by a Briggs & Stratton XR550 engine, the Fortis 20FTB is designed for larger lawns 
where a high-quality finish and long lasting, defined stripes are a priority. Its heavy-duty 
construction ensures precision cutting over an extended period of time and the  
well-balanced chassis and 10 bladed cylinder make this lawnmower ideal for  
serious home gardeners, semi-professionals and sports groundscare. 

FORTIS20FTB

CUTTING WIDTH

20” 2
YEAR WARRANTY

1
LAWNCARE SYSTEM XR550 ENGINE

- Grooved Steel Front Roller 

- Cast Ribbed Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 75ltr Grass Box

- Brigss & Stratton XR550 Engine 

- 51cm / 20” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 10 Bladed Cutting Cylinder 

- 3mm-30mm Height of Cut

CUTTING WIDTH

20” 1
YEAR WARRANTY

20” Fine Turf Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Power

FORTIS20FTE KIT

Powered by Ego 56v battery technology, the Fortis 20FTE is designed for larger lawns 
where a high-quality finish and long lasting, defined stripes are a priority. Its heavy-duty 
construction ensures precision cutting over an extended period of time and the  
well-balanced chassis,10 bladed cylinder and grooved roller make this ideal for  
serious home gardeners, semi-professionals and sports groundscare.

LAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 6 Ah BATTERIES

- Steel Grooved Front Roller 

- Cast Ribbed Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 75ltr Grass Box

- x2 6Ah Batteries & Quick Charger 

- 51cm / 20” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 10 Bladed Cutting Cylinder 

- 3mm-30mm Height of Cut

25” Fine Turf Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by EGO Power

FORTIS25FTE KIT

The Fortis 25FTE is the largest model available in this range and is powered by EGO 56V 
Peak Power. It features a 25” 10 bladed cutting cylinder and comes with a generous 90ltr 
grassbox. This a perfectly balanced lawnmower designed specifically for fine-turf  
with its included 10 bladed cylinder and grooved roller.

CUTTING WIDTH

25” 1
YEAR WARRANTYLAWNCARE SYSTEM PEAK POWER TECHNOLOGY x2 10Ah BATTERIES

- Grooved Steel Front Roller 

- Steel Rubber Coated Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 90ltr Grass Box

- x2 10Ah Batteries & Quick Charger 

- 63cm / 25” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 10 Bladed Cutting Cylinder 

- 3mm-30mm Height of Cut

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.
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Briggs & Stratton XR750 Rubber Coated Steel Roller
The Fortis 25B is powered by the Briggs
& Stratton XR750 engine.

Manoeuvrability is made even easier  
with the rubber coated split steel roller.

FORTIS20FTE KIT FORTIS25FTE KIT FORTIS20FTB FORTIS25B

Range 
Overview

FORTIS25FTB

25” Fine Turf Cylinder Lawnmower Powered by B&S XR750 
The Fortis 25FTB is the largest model available in this range and is powered by a Briggs & Stratton 
XR750 engine. It features a 25” 10 bladed cutting cylinder a grooved roller and comes with a 
generous 90ltr grassbox. This a perfectly balanced lawnmower designed specifically for fine-turf 
and is an excellent option for larger gardens and cricket, bowls, and golf clubs that  
require a mower that is heavy-duty, user-friendly and low maintenance. 

CUTTING WIDTH

25” 2
YEAR WARRANTY

1
LAWNCARE SYSTEM XR750 ENGINE

- Grooved Steel Front Roller 

- Steel Rubber Coated Split Rear Roller 

- Interchangable Cassette System 

- Heavy Duty Drive System

- 90ltr Grass Box

- Brigss & Stratton XR750 Engine 

- 63cm / 25” Cutting Width 

- Self Propelled 

- 10 Bladed Cutting Cylinder 

- 3mm-30mm Height of Cut

Front Grooved Roller
More grass is presented to the bottom 
blade resulting in a cleaner cut.

Engine:

Displacement: 

Battery: 

Approx Run Time: 

Cutting Width:  

Cylinder: 

Cutting Height:

Single Height of Cut Lever: 

Drive Type:

Cartridge System:

Rear Roller: 

Grass Box Capacity:

Front Roller: 

Heavy-Duty Drive System: 

Weight:

Briggs & Stratton XR750 

163cc 

x 

x

63cm / 25” 

10 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 3 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Steel Rubber Coated Split

90ltr

Grooved Steel + Turf Rake 

Yes 

104.8kg

x  

x 

x2 Ego 6Ah + Quick Charger 

70mins 

51cm / 20” 

10 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 3 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Cast Ribbed Split 

75ltr

Grooved Steel + Turf Rake 

Yes

TBC

x 

x 

x2 Ego 6Ah + Quick Charger 

90mins 

63cm / 25” 

10 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 3 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Steel Rubber Coated Split

90ltr

Grooved Steel + Turf Rake 

Yes

TBC

Briggs & Stratton XR550 

127cc 

x 

x

51cm / 20” 

10 Bladed Cartridge

Fine Adjust Between 3 - 30mm 

Yes

Self Propelled 

Yes, all Cartridges

Yes, Cast Ribbed Split 

75ltr

Grooved Steel + Turf Rake 

Yes

89.2kg

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.

*Battery run times based on ideal mowing conditions
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Remove Thatch & Moss for a Healthier Lawn
The spring tine scarifier cartridge is the ideal tool to remove thatch 
and moss from your lawn. Using the scarifier cartridge can help to 
promote a healthier, more attractive lawn, while also reducing the 
need for fertilisers and weed control products.

SCARIFIER

 

LAWNCARE 
CARTRIDGE RANGE
THE FORTIS COMPLETE LAWNCARE SYSTEM
6 Additional interchangable lawncare cartridges that take 
the hard work out of garden maintenance all year round.
Whatever the garden task, the Fortis cartridge range will 
have a tool to complete the job with ease.
 

For an Even Lower 3.0mm Cut on your Lawn

10 BLADE

Made of hardened ground steel, the 10-bladed cylinder cartridge 
delivers an even more precise low cut of 3.0mm that looks great 
and promotes a healthier lawn. Ideal for regular mowing of the  
lawn and for creating that bowling green finish.

Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B

USE  
All Year 
Round

USE  
March-October

USE  
March-October

Cobra Fortis lawnmowers have a range of interchangeable lawncare 
cartridges available which allow you to easily convert your mower to 
suit different lawn maintenance tasks. For example, you can switch from 
a 6-bladed cutting cylinder for general mowing to a scarifier cartridge 
for thatch removal or a verticutter cartridge for removing of lateral 
growth and coarser grasses.  
 
The Fortis lawncare cartridge system is a versatile system available for 
all Fortis lawnmower models. Cartridges are fitted with the minimum of 
effort and including the standard 6-bladed cylinder, 10-bladed cylinder, 
scarifier, aerator, dethatcher, verticutter, and lawn brush that will keep 
your lawn looking its finest throughout the year. Whatever the garden 
task, the Fortis cartridge range will have a tool to complete the job.  

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.
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Promote New Grass Growth & Remove Thatch

VERTICUT

Create a Healthier, Thicker and Luscious Lawn
The Fortis aerator cartridge creates tiny holes in the soil, allowing air, 
water, and nutrients to penetrate more effectively into the root zone. 
This facilitates deeper root growth, resulting in a denser, healthier, 
and more luxurious lawn.  

AERATOR

Easily Remove Garden Debris from your Lawn
The Fortis lawn brush cartridge can be used for various tasks, 
including removing debris on the lawn surface such as leaves and 
worm casts. This can also be used as a grooming brush to enhance 
the presentation of a lawn without mowing, along with a light top 
dressing into the turf.

LAWN BRUSH

Removes Denser Areas of Thatch & Moss

DETHATCHER

The dethatcher cartridge functions with the blades penetrating 
into the surface of the soil to eliminate the densest layers of thatch, 
dead grass, leaves and weeds. By removing thatch, lawns become 
healthier, thicker, and more vibrant.

The closely spaced and slim steel blades on this verticut cartridge 
are effective in lifting/cutting laterally growing grasses, eliminating 
moss, whilst pruning the grass plant to stimulate new growth   
promoting a healthier lawn. 

Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B

Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B

Fits: Fortis 14L / Fortis 17B / Fortis 20B / Fortis 25B

USE  
Feb/Mar

-
Sep/Oct

USE  
April-October

USE  
All Year 
Round

USE  
March 

-
Nov

Cobra reserves the right to change models, specifications & prices without prior notice. E & OE. *Warranty period based on domestic use.



Cobra Garden reserves the right to change specification and design of products described in this literature without notice. 
Please contact your local dealer for details.

Cobra Garden 
London Road
Nottingham
NG2 3HW

Tel: 0115 986 6646 
Email: info@cobragarden.co.uk 
Web: www.cobragarden.co.uk

Cobra garden products are available across the U.K. throughout our 
network of approved specialist dealers. Cobra approved dealers have 
the knowledge and experience to help you purchase the correct Cobra 
product for your requirements. Dealers will also provide expert after-sales 
assistance when your Cobra product requires servicing.

Cobra’s philosophy is to remain true to their trusted values of Innovation, 
Quality, Reliability, Value and Customer Service. Cobra work hard to 
ensure that they offer products and services that continue to be relevant 
to their customers.

COBRA

www.cobragarden.co.uk

U.K. DESIGN

FROM DESIGN TO REALITY.


